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emission lines 
in the GAIA 
spectral range



compact planetary nebulae and pre - ZAMS 
are among the most numerous point-sources objects
whose spectra are dominated by emission lines
that we may expect to be detected by GAIA

the simplest case to treat is the Planetary Nebulae 

what can we expect to derive from their 
emission line spectra in the GAIA range ?

The potential is limited by the absence of forbidden
lines in the GAIA wavelength range (like the well
known [OIII], [NII],  [SII] in the optical), and much
of the analysis has to relay on CaII and Paschen lines
+ a few weaker ones from FeII or HeI ect.



radial velocity 

T central star age of the planetary
nebulagas electron density

gas electron temperature

gas expansion kinematic

gas chemical composition
(too narrow wavelength range)

to explore the reponse of the emission line
spectrum to these input parameters, I used
the well know CLOUDY program



What can CLOUDY do ?

Cloudy is designed to simulate emission line regions
ranging from the intergalactic medium to the 
Broad Line Regions of Quasars 

it can be used to predict either the structure or
the observed spectrum from such regions

this is done by simultaneously solving the equations
of statistical and thermal equilibrium, and equations 
that balance ionization-neutralization and 
heating-cooling processes



What must be specified ?

type and intensity of the incident continuum

gas chemical composition

geometry

velocity structure (turbulence or wind can be added)



What is computed and printed ?

Cloudy works by dividing a spherical nebula into a
set of thin concentric shells (zones)

typically ∼100 to 200 zones are computed in a optically
thick model

for every zone temperature, distance from the source 
and some other properties of the solution are given



… typical Planetary Nebula



the CaII infrared triplet

CaII X
8498 Å

CaII Y
8542 Å

CaII Z
8662 Å

from a five
level atom



… and the 8619 Å line 
from a sixteen level FeII atom



the CaII infrared triplet
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the CaII infrared triplet
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the FeII 8619 multiplet
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conclusions
this is a first attempt to derive physical 
conditions of nebular region from diagnostic
of intesity ratios of emission lines in the GAIA
spectral range

at moment we have tested only a couple of lines
(CaII and FeII over Paschen 14) in a simple and
typical case of planetary nebulae, obtaining 
encouraging results

the project goal is to obtain a complete set of
diagnostic ratios for a large sample of nebular 
conditions and validate it by comparison with 
real emission spectra we plan to secure with the
refurbished Asiago Echelle spectrograph.
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